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Anglabharati Web Forum
Introduction
An Anglabharati web forum is an online discussion
sitewherepeoplecanholdconversationsintheform
of posted messages. They differ from chat rooms in
thatmessagesareatleasttemporarilyarchived.Also,
depending on the access level of a user and/or the
forum set-up, a posted message might need to be
approved by a moderator before it becomes visible.
This portal is developed using ASP.NET, C#.NET
Technology. Below are some screenshots of web
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forum.Theaccesslinkishttp://angla.cdacnoida.in/ .
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Forum Structure
A forum is hierarchical or tree-like in structure: a
forum can contain a number of sub forums, each
of which may have several topics. Within a forum’s
topic, each new discussion started is through a
thread, and can be replied to by as many people as
wish to. Below is the homepage snapshot of forum.
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Depending on the forum set-up, users can be

sections, as well as perform any database

anonymous or have to register with the forum

operations such as providing login permissions

and then subsequently log in in order to post

and authenticity. Administrator often also acts

messages. After login portal looks like as below:

as moderators. Administrators may also make
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forum-wide announcements, or change the

Logically forum is organized into a finite set of
generic groups. Information driven and updated
by members, and governed by a moderator.

appearance of a forum.

Common Features

The administrator manages the technical details
required for running the site. As such, they may
promote (and demote) members to moderators,
manage the rules, create sections and sub-

Anglabharati web forum application has an
ability to submit threads and replies. Forum
software may sometimes allow categories or
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sub forums like of general, health and tourism

information to all the associated members due to

domain. The reverse chronological order

which current news about information to every

view associated with forums. When someone

member is updated without visiting the portal.

attaches a file to a post they are uploading

E-mail contains direct link of thread in order to

the file to the forums’ server. Forums usually

access it after sign in without opening any web

have very strict limit on what can be attached

browser. E-mail containing information looks

and what cannot. Since members can upload

like as below?

and download various useful information with
each other. Once any member upload any
information on portal, instantly a trigger is fired
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a thread in form of E-mail intimating the upload
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portal.

